. ICONIP is the annual conference of the Asia Pacific Neural Network Assembly (APNNA). The aim of this conference series is to provide a platform for the community to present their latest results and to discuss research directions in the field of neural information processing. ICONIP 2013 received more than 400 submissions from 30 countries and regions across six continents. On the basis of a scrupulous peer review process, where each submission was evaluated by at least two qualified reviewers, about 180 highquality papers were selected for oral presentations.
(1) "Learning Imbalanced Classifiers Locally and Globally with One-Side Probability
Machine" considers the imbalanced data set situation, where data samples in one class are much fewer than those in another class. Unlike some traditional methods, the proposed method does not duplicate or remove samples from data sets. Besides, it exploits the reliable global information from the majority class only, while engaging the robust local learning from the minority class. (2) "Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based Data Navigation for Identifying Shape Similarities of Graphic Logos" propose two approaches to enhance existing SOM based data Vector Regression" uses the least squares support regression (LS-SVR) approach to predict human lower limb periodic motions from multi-channel surface Electro Myo Gram (sEMG). (6) "Graph Based Semi-Supervised Learning via Structure Preserving Low-Rank Representation" proposes a new graph construction model for graph based semi-supervised classification. The proposed approach introduces two constraints on the low rank representation (LRR) model local affinity and distant repulsion. Hence, the LRR coefficients can well reflect the geometrical structure involved in data set.
With these selected papers, we hope that this special issue will serve its purpose of advancing our understanding in the field. We would like to thank all the contributors of papers who were kind enough to go through the additional process of blind review and our reviewers for their time. We are grateful to all those people behind this endeavor.
